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THE DANGERS OF WOOD DUST
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WHEN IS WOOD DUST EXPLOSIVE? 
WHEN DUST IS:

• Dry – less than 25 per cent moisture

• Fine enough to be airborne < 500 microns

• Suspended in air at an explosive concentra-
tion – 40 grams per m3 or greater

• Contained in a confined area

The Dust Explosion Pentagon shows the five contributing factors that, when they exist 
simultaneously, could result in an explosion.

A definitive absence of one component rules out the probability of the dust explosion; but fire and 
flash fire can still be highly probable.
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REDUCING WORKER RISK

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 
EXPLOSIONS 
• Primary explosions occur in 

confined spaces when fine dust 
that may have accumulated is 
disturbed 

• When airborne, this dust can 
support a larger explosion – a 
secondary explosion

IGNITION SOURCES
Credit: WPAC Safety Committee

HAZARD CONTROLS

DUST SAFETY DO’S AND DON’TS

EQUIPMENT MATTERS 

RISK ASSESSMENTS 
A risk assessment is needed to identify any potential risks of a combustible
dust explosion in your facility. 

Goal =  Identify the hazards and levels of risk they pose to workers

Documentation =  The basis of your risk assessment

Risk assessment =  The basis of your annual safety plan

STEPS FOR CONDUCTING A RISK ASSESSMENT 
STEP 1:

Find a qualified person to conduct a risk assessment: 
• Ask for documentation, such as a resume or CV, that includes the individual’s job title or 

expertise, responsibilities, and employment history.
• Ask for proof of their expertise, such as copies of degrees, certificates, licenses, credited 

publications or previous reports.
• Contact three references, with at least one who has experience in an industry similar to yours.

Note: There are no specific degrees or certificates that demonstrate a person has the necessary skills and 
knowledge to perform a combustible dust risk assessment.

STEP 2:
During a risk assessment, you will need to evaluate: 
• All buildings and structures on your site 
• Concealed spaces such as attics, crawl 

spaces, etc.
• Elevated horizontal surfaces 
• Basement areas
• Fully or partially contained, enclosed, or 

compartmentalized areas
• Mechanical/electrical equipment, plus 

enclosures 

• Outside areas adjacent to buildings and 
structures

• Processes that use, consume, produce or 
handle combustible dusts

• Work activities that may introduce potential 
ignition sources

• Mechanisms or activities that could cause 
wood dust to become airborne

The Corbilt Group of Companies are a full service design, 
engineering, fabrication and installation company 
servicing all your industrial needs. We blend technology 
with unique outside of the box visions, quality workmanship 
with personal one-on-one service. We stand behind our 
work and remain true to our values of quality, honesty, 
ethical principles, unsurpassed value and hard work. 

• Pneumatic Conveying Systems
• Dust and Debris Control Enclosures 
• Separation Devices
• Vertical Rotary Airlocks

Cory Martindale, President of the Corbilt Group of Companies
14 West Poirier Road Mara, BC, Canada V0E 2K0
Office 250-838-0848   •  Cell 250-308-9004
Cory@corbilt.com or visit us at www.corbilt.com
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EXPLOSION SAFETY 
CONCEPTS

Expertise worldwide
Consulting. Engineering. Products. Service.

Inc.
3809 Beam Road Suite K | Charlotte, NC 28217, USA 
T +1 704 716 7022 | info@rembe.us | www.rembe.us
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Wood dust 
explosions  
are preventable
Implement your dust mitigation 
plan to prevent hazards and 
protect your workers.

Find resources at  
worksafebc.com/combustible-dust
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You will also need to consider potential ignition sources,
including but not limited to:
• Hot work (i.e., welding or 

torch-cutting metal)
• Hot surfaces 
• Open flame or fuel-fired 

heating equipment
• Friction points (including 

bearings, drives, gear 
reducers)

• Machine and processing 
equipment

• Electrical systems 
(including facility         
lighting)

• Static electricity
• Smoking
• Lightning
• Tramp metal/foreign 

material

STEP 3:
Review and update your risk assessment whenever new equipment, materials or work processes are 
introduced. At a minimum, it should be updated annually.

What is a DHA?
• A systematic review and assessment of a 

process and/or facility led by someone with 
knowledge and experience in understanding  
and identifying combustible dust hazards. 

• A tool to help managers/operators address 
and manage hazards that may not have 
been obvious.

What is included? 
• Information to classify and quantify the 

material(s) as a combustible dust
• Analysis of each area, process operation and 

equipment where combustible dust is/might 
be present to identify combustible dust, fire, 
flash fire and explosion hazards, and potential 
implications

• Hazards under normal and abnormal conditions
• Existing safeguard and hazard reduction or 

management methods, plus their application 
suitability, reliability and maintenance 

• Recommendations to manage the identified 
hazards and residual effects or secondary 
hazard DUST CAN BECOME A HAZARD IN:

• Bins, tanks and silos
• Hammer mills, pulverizers, grinders 
• Dryers and ovens

• Dust collectors
• Conveyors, screw augers, and buckets 

elevators 
• Sifters, screens, and classifiers

MAINTENANCE BEST PRACTICES

INSPECT DUST COLLECTION SYSTEMS:

• If you see an alarm on the control panel, check the issue immediately.  

• Execute emptying sequence of the dust collection network at the end of a shift.              

This ensures no residue is left in the system.

INSPECT EXPLOSION PROTECTION ACCESSORIES:

• Lubricate the hinges of the exploding vents

• Check the operation of the spark detector

• Verify the gasket sealing of abort damper

(change if necessary)

Note: Do not modify a dust collection system
without consulting an expert beforehand. Otherwise,
it may result in a deficiency in dust collection due to grid imbalance.

High amperage could mean too 
much air is passing through the 

blower
Check other parts of the 

system

To solve a potential issue, one 
of the �rst things to check is 

the blower amperage 
consumption

Look for dust emission 
from clean outlet

Check other parts of the 
system

Check if an access door 
or servicing trap is still 

open

More measurement 
required by a specialist

Close access and ensure 
proper sealing

Change your �lters. 
Ensure that both the 

clean and dirty sides are 
sealed

Air�ow may be coming from 
somewhere else. Check if a new 

capture point has been added on 
the network or if an existing cap 

has been removed  

This is normal after you 
changed �lters. Eventually, it will 

return to normal. Close the 
outlet damper temporarily

Low amperage means that 
the fan air�ow is under 

nominal capacity

Is the pulse jet sequence 
working adequately?

Increase the pulse 
frequency setting

Check other parts of 
the system

Check if di�erential pressure is higher than 
normal

Gage line may be clogged, you 
should clean or change them. But, 

the problem still is not solved Check if �lters are 
clogged

Check other parts
of the system

Change your �lters

Search for a restriction issue in the
duct network

Check other parts of the system Clean up your duct network

Check belt tension

Belt maintenance required More measurement required by a specialist

Re-balancing the 
air�ow nework – will 

require a specialist

More measurement 
required by a specialist
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LEGEND
Green = Problem solved
Yellow = Problem solved but requires more work
Red = Problem not solved, requires specialist help

MORE RESOURCES
To learn more about how you can ensure the health and safety of your workers, and reduce your risk 
of combustible dust explosions, find resources at worksafebc.com/combustible-dust.
To learn more about Dust Safety Science or the incident reporting, visit DustSafetyScience.com.

Note: This wall chart is a compilation of content contributed by: WorkSafeBC, the Wood Products Association 
of Canada (WPAC)’s Safety Committee, DustEx Research Ltd. (Dust Safety Science), the BC Forest Safety 
Council, Airex Industries, Rembe North America, VETS Sheet Metal and Fike. Special thanks for all of their 
help making this wall chart possible. 

If the concentration of airborne wood dust 
reaches the explosive range, an ignition 
source in the contained area will likely cause 
deflagration and explosion.
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DUST HAZARD ANALYSIS (DHA) 
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Do...
• Reduce dust generation
• Limit dust migration
• Minimize and/or remove dust 

accumulations
• Inspect ventilation systems for clogging
• Use electrical equipment suitable for Class 

II locations
• Maintain all electrical systems with PM 

programs
• Reduce/eliminate potential ignition sources
• Direct explosion venting to safe locations 

away from workers
• Review your dust mitigation management 

system annually
• Designate fires (no matter the size) as 

a critical event that requires a formal 
investigation

• Train all employees in combustible dust 
identification and mitigation controls

Don’t...
• Create dust clouds while cleaning
• Use high-pressure air for cleaning
• Use non-classified vacuums (not suitable           

for Class II locations)
• Let dust accumulate more than three 

millimetres for five per cent of the area
• Pencil whip hot work permits
• Forget static electricity is an ignition source
• Locate dust collection systems inside buildings 

without proper deflagration or explosion 
prevention and/or protection

• Recycle air from dust collection systems back 
into work areas without adequate engineering 
controls

• Construct ductwork without proper bonding 
and grounding

• Forget combustible dust training for 
contractors in their site orientation

IF A DUST COLLECTION SYSTEM IS NOT OPERATING PROPERLY

Credit: Airex Industries

YOUR DUST COLLECTION SPECIALIST

1 800.263.2303 | WWW.AIREX-INDUSTRIES.COM
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Note:  To comply with NFPA standards for combustible dust safety, a DHA must be completed for new and 
existing processes and facilities where combustible dust is present. NFPA is not required in all jurisdictions.

Why is it needed?
• To protect workers, the facility and 

emergency responders
• To avoid downtime due to a fire or an 

explosion
• To comply with the Authority Having 

Jurisdiction

STEPS FOR CONDUCTING A DHA:
1. Determine if a combustible dust is    
    involved. 
2. Determine which standards apply. 
3. Determine where the fire/explosion hazards  
    exist under normal and upset conditions.
4. Identify existing safeguards for dust fire, 

    deflagration and explosion.
5. Make recommendations for additional      
    safeguards where warranted.
6. Document and review.
7. Implement recommendations and    
    mitigation strategies.

COMMON AREAS TO ASSESS:
• Raw and finished product storage areas
• Grinding/hammer mills
• Conveyors
• Hoppers
• Screeners

LESS OBVIOUS AREAS:
• Dust collection systems
• Inside electrical cabinets and conduit
• Conveyor transfer points
• Horizontal surfaces
• On top of conduit, pipe racks, cable trays, 

rafters, above suspended ceilings

Other 13%
Static Electricity 9%

Friction 9%

Fire 8%

Hot Surfaces 7%

Self-Ignition 6%

Welding 5%

Smolder Spots 9%
Electrical Equipment 4%

Mechanical
Sparks 30%
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ISO 9001 Certified Company
100+ Years of Experience
20+ Years in Business

C V T E C H N O LO G Y.CO M
5 6 1 .6 9 4 . 9 5 8 8

Protect your people 
and processes with    
CV Technology’s     
solutions to prevent 
combustible dust fires 
and explosions.

G LO B A L  L E A D E R S
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